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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.From the low heights of Satory we get a
complete view of the plains of Versailles--the woods, the town and the sumptuous chateau. The
palace on its dais rules the scene. The village and ornamental environment have been constructed
to augment its majesty. Even the soil has been molded into new forms at a monarch s caprice.
Versailles is the expression of monarchy, as conceived by Louis XIV. It is the only epic produced in
his reign--a reign so fertile in the other forms of poetry, and in talent of all kinds. What epic ever
chronicled the destiny of an epoch in a manner more brilliant and complete? In this poem of stone
the manners of heroic and familiar life mingle at every step. Besides the halls and galleries, the
theaters of royal estate, there are mysterious passages and sequestered nooks that whisper a
thousand secret histories. The palace has two voices, one grave and one gay and trifling. It is full of
truths and fictions, tears and smiles. The personages of its drama are as various as...
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Reviews
Merely no terms to explain. it was actually writtern quite properly and helpful. I realized this pdf from my dad and i suggested this ebook to discover.
-- Cletus Quigley
This book will never be straightforward to start on looking at but extremely exciting to read. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i am going
to gonna go through once more again in the future. I am happy to explain how this is the very best book i have read through in my individual lifestyle and
may be he best publication for at any time.
-- Estrella Howe DVM
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